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Not WorriEd about firE at 
your rECyCliNg sitE? 

Why you should be: 
 
 

A fire breAks out At A uk wAste mAnAgement site 
Almost every dAy of the yeAr 

it’s not usually arson or human error that starts the fire. 

the most common cAuse is spontAneous combustion

Heat generated within the stockpile builds up and ignites.

Is your PermIt at rIsk?
to prevent waste fires and lessen their impact, the Environment agency has 

published new guidance for waste and recycling businesses. 

Most importantly, it requires site operators to reduce the chance of  
a fire happening. 

if you don’t put in plAce And use fire prevention 
meAsures, your site permit And your insurAnce 

could be At risk 

preventit is the new low-cost fire prevention solution designed for you.  
Call us now on 01322 667076 or email maria@freelandscientific.com to ensure 

the safety of your site, your people and your business. 

don’t let your 
recycling business 
go up in smoke!

The NEW easy-to-use, low-cost fire prevention solution  
for the waste and recycling industry.
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preventit is a new early warning system which monitors 
temperatures in your stockpiles. if any area rises too high, it 
sends an alert, allowing you to react to reduce the danger and 
prevent the fire before it’s even started.  

1 the disposable sensor 
cable is laid across the 
material at various stages 
as the pile grows in height

2 the cable connects to 
the monitoring unit
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3 the unit wirelessly 
transmits real-time 
temperature information 
from every sensor point 
to a PC

4 When any area of 
the pile approaches 
dangerous temperatures, 
the alarm activates

5 With this information, 
you know exactly 
when to rotate or 
move the stock to 
prevent risk of fire 

The NEW easy-to-use, low-cost fire prevention solution for the waste and recycling industry. 
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Low cost disposable   
     sensor cable

how it works. . . .  your five simple steps to fire sAfety 


